BRISTOL, SOMERSET l BEER

Style

ABV

Case

Golden
Bitter

4.7%

IPA

5%

Amber
Ale

4.5%

Individual

Butcombe Gold

8

500ml

A refreshing golden bitter brimming with character not to mention citrus
hops and fruit. Made with 100% Maris Otter malt, and brewed using a
single variety hop, English Fuggles. A malty fresh vitality gives way to a full
bitter sweet finish; pure Gold!

Butcombe Goram

Butcombe Original
A notable bitter, clean tasting, refreshingly dry and distinctive. Made with 100%
best Maris Otter malt together with a blend of English hop varieties. Butcombe
Bitter is the moreish Mendip masterpiece!
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WINNER

8
1

500ml

8

500ml

A clean tasting, dry and hoppy, authentic recipe India Pale Ale. Amber in
colour, full bodied with a bittersweet ﬁnish…perfectly engineered!

5L
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Style

ABV

Case

4.2%

8
1

Individual

Adam Henson's Rare Breed Ale combines a shared passion for farming and
brewing. Maris Otter malting barley, aromatic Herefordshire hops and Mendip
spring water, combined with a sprinkling of the delicious, fruity Cascade hop,
create this distinctive, refreshing, and clean-tasting pale ale.

Pale
Ale

500ml

Butcombe Rare Breed
5L

All hail the harbour master. Triple-filtered, unpasteurised and unchartered. Our
clean ultra-crisp triple-filtered lager is an homage to Bristol’s historic boatyard.
Made with Perle, Saaz and Target hops for subtle hoppy notes, its unique
character has earnt its name. A triumph by Brunel, a tribute by Butcombe, a
lager worth spending time with.

Lager

4.1%

8

500ml

Butcombe Underfall Lager

Gift Box
Beer and Ale Connoisseurs will love this selection of the most popular
Butcombe lines that are certain to go down as an ideal chosen tipple.
Butcombe Brewery have two Gift Box options for you to choose from:
4 x 500ml bottles
12 x 500ml bottles
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